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Sexualized war violence. Knowledge construction and knowledge gaps
Abstract
This qualitative literature review provides an overview of the proliferating research field
that research on sexualized war violence has become. The article critically reviews some of
the main theories on sexualized war violence in light of five basic and interrelated
dimensions: terminology and conceptualizations, etiological approaches, disciplinary
grounding, contextual emphasis, and, lastly, the policy implications these dimensions imply.
The review involves a discussion of critical contestations within the field and an outline of
research gaps that still need exploration. Sexualized war violence is a research area that
warrants criminological attention; it is an aim of this article to suggest possible theoretical
and empirical directions that such inquiries may take.
Key words: sexual/ized war violence, war rape, mass atrocities, perpetrators,
supranational criminology
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1 Introduction
Only a few decades ago, sexualized war violence was underreported and under analyzed. It
was considered an inevitable consequence of warfare, and thus irrelevant for analyses of war
and international politics. Today, sexualized war violence is a vast and growing field of
research, involving multiple disciplines. It is also an increasingly important concern for
international security politics (e.g., Kerry & Hague, 2014). From a marginalized position in
the wider fields of research on peace, conflict, and international relations, sexualized war
violence is today seen as an indispensable part of academic presentations and analyses of war
and peace processes. Taking the increased criminological attention to international crimes into
account, the purpose of this article is twofold: (1) to critically structure and assess the status
of research on sexual war violence to better understand how we theorize the phenomena that
this term captures; (2) to introduce this particular area of atrocity crimes research to
internationally oriented criminologists and scholars from adjacent fields. Although it is not
within the scope of this article to conduct empirical analysis, it can be read as an invitation to
further criminological inquiry into both the theoretical and empirical phenomena that
sexualized war violence comprise.
As a brief outline of the pages to come, I will start by locating research on sexualized war
violence within the emerging subfield of criminology referred to as supranational or
international criminology. I will then review main theorizations on sexualized war violence in
light of five basic and interrelated dimensions: terminology and conceptualizations,
etiological approaches, disciplinary grounding, contextual emphasis, and, lastly, the policy
implications that a given research agenda implies or suggests. This review aims to provide the
reader with an overview of the field, a discussion of critical contestations therein and an
outline of research gaps that still needs exploration.
1.1 Locating sexual war violence research within a criminological tradition
Over the last decade, supranational and international criminology research that focus on
atrocity crimes 1 and international criminal prosecution is emerging as a criminological
1

“Atrocity crimes” here refers to violence that falls under the umbrella of core crimes under international law:

war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity (see Scheffer 2006).
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subfield in its own right (e.g., Hagan et al., 2005; Karstedt, 2012; Maier-Katkin et al., 2009;
Smeulers & Haveman, 2008; Smeulers & Grünfeld, 2011). Despite this increased
criminological focus on international conflict related crimes, sexualized war violence is only
to a limited extent addressed in these efforts. In general, criminological studies of mass
violence in conflict situations do not analytically differentiate between the repertoires of
violence that may constitute the aggregated crime they address. When sexualized war
violence is included in criminological research on war crimes, authors tend not to draw on the
established research field that sexualized war violence research has become. These
criminological inquiries tend not to explain the explicit sexualized expression of the violence
or incorporate a gender perspective to understand sexualized war violence as such (for
noticeable exceptions, see Ericsson, 2011; Mullins, 2009a), or war crimes more generally
(Smeulers & Hoex, 2010). On the other hand, research on sexualized war violence is
delimitated by a thematic focus across several disciplines 2 – but tends not to draw on
criminological thinking on crime, engagement in criminal behavior, and crime control in its
attempt to understand and analyze the causes and consequences of this particular form of war
violence. Sexualized war violence research tends to focus exclusively on this particular form
of violence and primarily, often unilaterally, analyze it from a gendered perspective. Hence,
the fields of international/supranational criminology on one hand and sexualized war violence
research on the other constitute and develop as separate scholarships. I hold that a
combination of perspectives, and a scholarly interaction and debate between these two fields,
offer both with a potential for mutual benefits and an increased understanding of the social
phenomena in question (Houge, 2014). The expanding national and universal criminalization
of sexual war violence offenses make this research field particularly relevant for
criminological inquiry, based on the discipline’s tradition of critical studies of criminalization
processes, control measures, related correctional and social services, as well as its focus on
victimology. The potential of a criminological gender research focus on atrocity crimes
generally and sexual war violence more specifically can add to our current understanding of
the phenomena under study, the legal strategies applied in this particular field, and critically
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As a cross-disciplinary field of research sexual war violence research used to be dominated by gender

researchers, but is currently dominated by political scientists. See section on Ideological and disciplinary
grounding below.
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assess perpetrator- and victim constructions, perspectives and re-presentations, in the legal
system, in the overall public on local, national and international levels, and, not least, in
scholarly publications on this thematic (Houge et al., 2015).
2 Theorizations on sexualized war violence
Theories on sexualized war violence differ in terms of chosen terminology and
conceptualizations, etiological weighting, ideological grounding, contextual emphasis, and
the policy implications that different theorizations ask for. The continuums of perspectives
that each of these dimensions encompass reflect both the accumulation of knowledge that
research build on through time and different epistemological horizons or political choices
researchers make as they enter and navigate this field.
While this review provides a general overview, it cannot capture all there is to say about
research on sexual war violence, or all that we know and have learned about the phenomena
under study 3,4. Some of the texts I refer to are included because they are groundbreaking,
innovative or central in their contribution, while others are included because they illustrate
trends and directions I wish to draw attention to. Combined, these publications reflect central
theoretical differences and emphasize the influence of different methodological and
theoretical choices in the research process for the outcome and applicability of research.
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In particular, I do not include research contributions that focus on the medical, material and psychosocial needs

of and short term and long term consequences for victims in the aftermath of war (Bosmans, 2007; de Brouwer
and Ka Hon Chu 2009; Henry, 2010; Kaitesi, 2014; Kuwert et al., 2010; Milillo, 2006; Rubio-Marín, 2012;
Skjelsbæk, 2012; Vranic, 1996). Nor do I address the situation of children born from wartime rape, which has
received only limited attention by a few scholars – and comprise and important gap to explore in future research
(see Carpenter, 2007; 2010).
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2.1 Terminology and conceptualization: From implicit vaginal rape to differentiated
sexual/ized 5 violence
Sexual war violence research has typically been led by feminist researchers working on
women’s issues with a primary focus on women as the silenced victims of men’s violence. In
much of this writing on sexualized war violence, sexual violence as a term has been used
interchangeably with rape. Rape, in turn, has implied vaginal rape, although it has not always
been explicitly defined as such. Susan Brownmiller (1975), who is often credited for putting
wartime sexual violence on both the feminist movement agenda and the overall research
agenda with her ground-breaking book Against our will, is a case in point. She held that a
victim of war rape “is chosen not because she is representative of the enemy, but precisely
because she is a woman, and therefore an enemy”(1975: 62, emphasis in original). Similarly,
in a much-cited and more recent article on “soldier-rapists,” Lisa Price (2001: 214) contends
that “[a]s in peacetime, rape in war is a gender-specific act, an expression of hatred of women
qua women.” Quoting Tompkins, Price continues by asserting that “[r]ape is (…) a one-way
street where the risk factor is being female.” In researchers’ and activists’ attempts at forcing
much-needed attention to women’s war experiences in international relations thinking and
policy making, some have – in terms of sexual war violence – advocated not a gender
perspective, but a de facto gender exclusive perspective.
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I deliberately use “sexual violence” and “sexualized violence” interchangeably in this text. There is a tendency

among both activists and scholars in this field to categorically claim that sexual violence in war is never about
sex, but about power, terror and control (e.g., Jolie 2014; Kuehnast 2014). Although this can be true on a
structural, macro level, it need not be the case on the micro level at which individual perpetrators act. By using
the term “sexual violence”, I intend to not underestimate the materiality of the violence as sexual, that is, the
sexual intent, lust or desire that individual perpetrators might experience. By also applying “sexualized
violence”, the intention is to highlight that the offenses included might first and foremost be acts of violence or
(violent) power, and that the sexualized expression of the violence is intended to serve an instrumental purpose
beyond satisfying sexual desire, such as instigating humiliation or fear upon the victims and victims’
communities.
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Sexual war violence has been conceptualized as a war against women that only patriarchy and
misogyny can explain (e.g., Stiglmayer, 1994a). An effect of these successful efforts at
making many women’s war experiences visible is that scholars have simultaneously been
blind to or even contributed to the definitional silencing of male victims of similar violence.
The term “sexual violence” is so strongly associated with women victims, and male
perpetrators, that applying gender lenses in analysis often is understood as focusing on female
victims, to the extent that it has left limited definitional or conceptual place or attention for
(heterosexual) male victims of sexual violence (e.g., Cockburn, 2011: 191). This is changing
as more scholars recognize that men, too, are subjected to sexual violence during wars and
conflicts. The prosecutions of sexual war violence at the international ad hoc criminal
tribunals following the wars in the former Yugoslavia, Sierra Leone, and the genocide in
Rwanda, as well as at the International Criminal Court (ICC), correspond to this development
and provide detailed documentation and information from testimonies about sexual war
violence directed at both men and women. Scholars have still just begun to explore this
documentation (see de Brouwer, 2005; Houge, 2014; Mullins, 2009b; Oosterveld, 2011).
Noticeably, the definitions of rape and sexual violence in the Rome Statute have become
guiding for many scholars both within and outside the legal discourse to define the scope of
offenses they include in their inquiries, and are worth quoting also here. According to the
Amended Elements of Crime of the Rome Statute, “sexual violence” is an umbrella term that
refers to a wide repertoire of violence, including rape, but also “sexual slavery, enforced
prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of
comparable gravity”. Breaking it down to its constituents, the definition of rape includes as a
key element that
[t]he perpetrator invaded the body of a person by … penetration, however slight, of
any part of the body of the victim or the perpetrator with a sexual organ or of the anal
or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body (ICC,
2011).
These definitions do not preclude either male victims or female perpetrators, and were
specifically included for that purpose (Oosterveld, 2011: 59, fn 68). Yet, in media, among
NGOs, human rights organizations, policymakers, and scholars, it is oftentimes argued that as
women and girls comprise the vast majority of victims or are disproportionately affected, they
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are the ones who should be warranted resources and attention (e.g., de Brouwer, 2005: 26).
Grey and Shepherd (2013) show how most publications and documents only include a
comment or footnote in which they recognize that male victims exist, before the attention is
shifted fully to female victims (see also Henry et al., 2004; Houge, 2008; Zarkov, 2001 for
criticisms of the overall presumption of female victims). As several scholars have already
commented, the vast majority-argument is, at best, an educated guess, as surveys have tended
not to include men as potential victims or a gender sensitive, differentiated description of the
offenses that they intend to map (Grey and Shepherd, 2013). Also, the stigma associated with
being a victim of sexualized violence is likely to often be higher for many male victims than
for many women, thus dark figures are probably underestimated among this group.
Importantly, even though it is likely that there is a majority of female victims(Cohen et al.,
2013), that does not make the minority of male victims less worthy victims, or an
insignificant, irrelevant or less important a group to focus on, not academically, politically, or
socially (e.g., Houge, 2014; Jones, 2006; Sivakumaran, 2007; Zarkov, 2001). This recognition
calls for a greater level of accuracy and precise use of terminology in publications on
sexualized war violence. If the focus is exclusively on women, that legitimate limitation
should be clearly defined and not taken for granted. If the focus is on vaginal and anal rape,
but not other forms of sexual threats and abuse, that should be stated explicitly. If the focus is
on the aggregated term sexualized war violence, both scholars and readers should be aware
that different forms of sexual violence might be associated with differentiated motivations and
consequences. Importantly, this is also the case within specific categories of sexual violence
forms.
When writing and reading about sexual war violence, and in particular with regards to
statistics and prevalence estimates, it is furthermore necessary to clarify beyond the
description of the acts themselves. For example, is it sexual war violence or conflict-related
sexual violence when the victims are not civilians, when the perpetrators are not members of
armed groups, when the violence is committed in post conflict society, when soldiers rape
their wives or partners, or when soldiers rape off duty or rape their peers? Sexual war
violence has different connotations in different times and places, and likely also different
explanations – and it is a challenge of most surveys, and perhaps also most studies, that these
factors are not clearly defined. Also, we do not know if the increased level of reporting
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correlates with increased levels of sexual violence, or to what extent or where that correlation
may be real. Both cultural and linguistic sensitivity and concrete terminology is important if
we wish to unveil the extent and experience of sexual war violence, not least as these are
experiences often concealed with metaphors and by shame (see also Peterman et al., 2011).
2.2 Etiological approaches: From biologically determined to socially constructed
perpetrators
Related to the invisibility of male victims in most accounts on sexual war violence, is neglect
towards perpetrators, and in particular principal or direct perpetrators. The (female) victimoriented focus of most research outlined above, important as it is, has also produced a
research field where most theorizations about perpetrators and etiology are based on
assumptions derived from female victims’ accounts. Often highlighted as a particularly
important lacuna in current research (e.g., Henry et al., 2004; Skjelsbæk, 2010), I will pay
special attention to and elaborate on the presentations of principal perpetrators here. As stated
by Isikozlu and Millard (2010),
it is assumed that the result of rape – for example, the breakdown of families, HIV/AIDS,
or pregnancy – is the reason for its perpetration. Also, the perceptions of individuals
raped as to why they were raped are often assumed to be the same as the motivations of
the perpetrators, which may or may not be true.
Historically, the lack of perpetrator focus can be ascribed to the overall neglect of sexual war
violence in scholarly publications and legal reactions. Wartime rape and sexual violence has
traditionally been considered war booty, an inevitable consequence of warfare and
simplistically explained by reference to the saying “boys will be boys” (Seifert, 1994; Wood,
2009). As research on sexualized war violence and its consequences has expanded, the still
limited focus on perpetrators can partly be explained by a deliberate choice to focus
exclusively on the hitherto silenced victims, and partly by a lack of will to understand and
consider perpetrators subjects that could or should be given any opportunity to legitimize,
justify or explain their offenses and actions. However, there are some scholars that have
engaged in this field specifically (Baaz & Stern, 2009; Cohen, 2013; Henry et al., 2004;
Leiby, 2009; Lilly, 2007; Price, 2001; Stiglmayer, 1994b; Weaver, 2010), and many more in
the field of atrocity crimes research more broadly, with a primary focus on perpetrators (e.g.,
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Brown, 2014; Dawes, 2013; Fujii, 2009; Kelman & Hamilton, 1989; Smeulers, 2008; Straus,
2006; Tanter et al., 2006; Vetlesen, 2005; Zimbardo, 2008).
This research sheds light on some processes that might help increase our understanding of
atrocity crimes, and so-called excessive violence more specifically. An apparent common
denominator of many excessive acts of violence in conflict and war situations, both
sexualized violence and non-sexualized violence, is that it is committed by groups and that
group violence tends to be more extreme in form (e.g., Smeulers, 2008). Several group rapes
in the documentation from Bosnia illustrate how the rapes became more and more physically
violent, that is, beyond the rape itself, the larger the number of perpetrators participating,
implying a violence spiral, where the victim appears to be a tool upon which perpetrators
compete to demonstrate an extreme form of violent masculinity vis-à-vis peers. This requires
a competitive environment, dehumanization processes aimed at the victim and his or her
group, and direct or implied peer pressure (Houge, 2014). Studies of war crimes and social
psychological experiments suggest that we should not underestimate human capability and
willingness to act out of fear of not conforming to the standards, actions or norms of the
group to which one belongs or wishes to be part of (Grossman, 2009; Zimbardo, 2008).
Violence seems often also to be instigated by one or two leader type members of the group
(Smeulers, 2008). American veterans from the Vietnam War have testified how they were
both carried away and did not want to stand out in comparison with peers (Weaver, 2010;
Vietnam Veterans Against the War, 1971). David Grossman (2009), who has researched how
and why soldiers kill, concludes that it is not the individual soldiers who kill, but the primary
group or combat unit of which they are members. His findings suggest that the group
becomes such a strong unit that its members do not consider themselves as individually
responsible for their acts – guilt is rather allocated to the group.
Cohen (2013) further finds that an armed group’s recruitment practice can help explain the
use of excessive violence, in a complex regression analysis of global conflict violence data.
She exposes that the degree of forced recruitment is significant for the likelihood that the
armed group will engage in sexual violence. According to her combatant socialization theory,
soldiers are more likely to engage in aggressive and costly behavior the lower the social
cohesion of the group is. In such groups, excessive and/or sexual violence becomes a tool
through which the group binds its unwilling members together. The argument is that if they
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have participated in violence that is beyond any acceptable or even comprehensible or
justifiable level, so far from societal norms that it becomes difficult or impossible to return,
the group creates a sense of social cohesion, an experience that unites the members and cut
ties with outside communities. These studies both add to and challenge the early and narrower
causal explanations rooted in patriarchy theory as introduced in section 2.1.
In a limited study of established perpetrators of sexual violence from the wars in Bosnia,
based on an analysis of court transcripts from the International Criminal Tribunal of the
former Yugoslavia, I found five overarching idealized explanations for participation in sexual
violence: competition, which refers to explanations that emphasize sexual violence as a tool
for competitive purposes, for perpetrators to demonstrate an extreme form of virility or
masculinity vis-à-vis peers or vis-à-vis the victim and the victim’s group; conformity, which
underline how some perpetrators participated in sexual violence because they did not dare to
confront or behave differently than the group of which they were members; opportunism,
understood as the opportunity war provided for some to rape or sexually abuse 6; idealism,
where sexual violence is a means to a goal – the goal being either political or “simple” soldier
idealism, that is, ideals about how soldiers ought to behave, where orders and obedience come
to play; and survival, referring to perpetrators who feared that they would be killed
themselves unless they lived up the demands or expectations of the group and participated in
the violence. These categories are not mutually exclusive or exhaustive beyond the limited
empirical material studied. Their transferability to other tribunals, conflicts and perpetrators
remains to be tested (Houge, 2009; 2014).
The following is an attempt to categorize research on sexual war violence according to the
approaches to individual perpetrators that different publications apply. In an admittedly
simplified account, the dominant narratives on perpetrators of sexual war violence range from
i) a story about sex, via ii) a story about a few rotten apples, to iii) a story about the rotten
barrel. In short, the story about sex – as opposed to gender – emphasizes what men – qua men
– are biologically and physically capable of, and to a varying extent, genetically inclined to do
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construct the ability and will to rape through, e.g., widespread and institutionalized dehumanization, misogyny,
heterosexism and/or xenophobia.
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when war offers the opportunities. This narrative is advocated by socio-biologists (Gottschall,
2004; Miller, 2014). The story about a few rotten apples is a story that emphasizes deviant
behavior and pathologic explanations grounded (with)in individual perpetrators. This was the
official story about the war crimes committed in the notorious Abu Ghraib detention center in
Iraq (e.g., Brigadier General Kimmitt, quoted in Leung, 2004). It is perhaps particularly
prevalent in the face of female principle perpetrators or superiors (see Sjoberg, 2007, for an
analysis of the gendered othering of female combatants in general, and female perpetrators in
particular in relation to the war in Iraq). This explanation has been criticized for using the
convicted perpetrators as scapegoats to hide or reduce institutionalized responsibility
(Caldwell, 2012; Zimbardo, 2008). This criticism again enacts the third narrative, the story of
the rotten barrel 7, the barrel being either the armed group, the military or society at large.
According to this narrative, it is the barrel that produces conditions that may contaminate its
members and construct perpetrators. This approach is advocated in various forms by social
constructivist scholars and is, by far, the understanding that has the most proponents in the
scholarly community8. According to variants of this explanation, perpetrators are ordinary
men (and women, although this is rarely addressed) that are subjected to and actively
participate in cultural, social and structural processes that allow for and trigger sexual
violence (Cockburn, 2011; Skjelsbæk, 2001). In most explanations, militarized masculinity
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The rotten apple/barrel analogy is based on Phillip Zimbardo’s (2008:324-379) analysis of the torture at Abu

Ghraib in 2003. Although his analysis is not pertaining to the acts that were sexual or sexualized per se, or the
causes of that sexualization of violence, the analogy is nevertheless applicable.
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Classic social psychological experiments on conformity, peer pressure and obedience are often argued to

support these explanations, although they do not address sexual violence as such. See, in particular, Philip
Zimbardo’s 1971 Stanford Prison Experiment as described in Zimbardo (2008) and Stanley Milgram’s 1961
Obedience to authority-experiment in Milgram (1974). Asch’s 1951 conformity experiments might also add
insights. Grossman (2009), in his analysis of US soldiers willingness to kill, finds peer pressure and group
solidarity to be among the most crucial factors for a soldier’s willingness or preparedness to kill. For an
introduction to these works, see Smeulers (2011a; b).
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norms – i.e. gender constructs and expectations – play a crucial part (see, e.g., Baaz & Stern,
2009; Skjelsbæk, 2001) 9.
Variants of the story about sex are most often criticized for presenting sexual war violence as
inevitable, for being deterministic and unable to account for the variation with which sexual
violence is committed at different times, by different actors and in different conflicts, and for
failing to explain female perpetrators and male victims in its emphasis of males’ genetic and
hormonal makeup (e.g., Dutton, 2007; Skjelsbæk, 2001). Narratives that focus on the rotten
apples fail to explain the sheer number of perpetrators of sexual violence in many conflicts,
which strongly suggests that all perpetrators cannot be pathologic or predetermined rapists or
perpetrators of sexual violence. Similarly, studies that focus on war criminals and direct
perpetrators of non-sexual mass violence during war and conflict situations find that
perpetrators (as a group) cannot be depreciated as psychopaths, sadists, or mentally deficient
– as inherently evil or predisposed to commit atrocious crimes (Smeulers, 2008). When sexual
war violence is committed en masse, either as part of institutional practice or as part of a
deliberate, targeted military strategy, not participating in sexual violence might be the deviant
choice of action, whereas committing the offenses represents the norm (Drumbl, 2000)
Accordingly, Cockburn (2011) holds that most perpetrators of sexual war violence are
ordinary men under extraordinary circumstances. Narratives on the rotten barrel are primarily
criticized for not taking sexual desire or biology into account at all, for turning a blind eye to
the materiality of offences and the motives and experienced reality of actual offenders (e.g.,
Dutton, 2007; Gottschall, 2004). Furthermore, in its focus on the barrel, or even the apple
orchard, this narrative cannot explain why so many, perhaps most, soldiers subjected to
similar institutional and social pressures as those who become perpetrators, do not engage in
sexual war violence, even in conflicts where these forms of violence are widespread and
condoned (see also Wood, 2009).
In general, the nature vs. nurture debate often takes the form of straw man argumentation.
Many scholars deny the possibility that sexual violence may at all be about sex for the
perpetrator (Gertjejanssen, 2004; Gottschall, 2004; Kuehnast, 2014). Gottschall (2004), on
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his part, dismisses social, cultural, or structural theories of war rape on the seeming premise
that single sociocultural suggestions of causal factors should capture and explain all cases of
wartime sexual violence at all times for them to be valid. Most social scientists emphasize
precisely that the social reality is more complex than any one theoretical model can capture,
thus he criticize the theories for not being something they never claimed to be. Similarly,
Cockburn (2011) dismisses the rotten apple-narrative on the basis that it does not apply to all
perpetrators. At their extremes, all three narratives suggest that perpetrators are deprived of
agency, and thereby, implicitly, to some extent are victims, either of biology/genetics, limited
mental capabilities or circumstances/social pressures. I have found no proponents that argue
perpetrators are ever (fully) victims or (completely) void of agency or guilt. Rather than to
renounce the possibly contributing explanatory powers or variables that these theoretical and
epistemological leanings separately suggest, this brief presentation is intended to caution
against the construction of singular, exclusive, sufficient, and generalizable theories. For
instance, recent empirical studies within, e.g., the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)
document that for many soldiers who rape while on duty, it is precisely lust and sexual needs
that motivate them – apparently invoking sociobiological argumentation and denouncing the
much repeated claim that rape and sexual violence is never about sex (e.g., Baaz & Stern,
2009; Elbert et al., 2013). In response to sociobiological explanations, Cockburn (2011)
reminds her readers that sexuality and lust may also be socially constructed, a product of the
mind rather than evolutionary biology. Thus, when Gottschall (2004) holds that the
reproductive age of the majority of victims strongly suggests a biological reproductive drive,
he ignores that this might also have its explanation in part or in whole in socially constructed
processes. The point is, a theory need not cover or be applicable on all wars and cases for it to
be valid or applicable under some conditions in particular contexts. No one theory or narrative
about perpetrators and their rationales or motivations cover and explain all cases of sexual
war violence. Whereas some perpetrators are likely to suffer pathological conditions, most do
not. While some perpetrators are likely to sexually violate out of lust, many others seem to
participate for non-sexual purposes. Whereas many perpetrators seem to have a distorted
misogynist worldview based on institutional or societal conditioning and rape as a result, that
is not a necessary precondition for all rape and sexual violence to take place. Complexity,
nuances, and variability is key – not the simplicity that exclusive theoretical models argue.
2.3 Disciplinary grounding: From qualitative feminist analyses to large-N statistics
13

At the outset of research on sexualized war violence, it was primarily qualitatively oriented
feminist researchers that engaged in the topic, as was also the case for sexual violence studies
in general. Researchers openly shared a feminist orientation, political purpose and motivation:
research efforts might help develop measures that better limit the prevalence of sexualized
war violence and empower those subjected to it. Following the increased attention to sexual
war violence within international politics 10 and criminal prosecution 11 and the recognition of
sexual war violence as an important political and security issue, this field of research is
gaining momentum outside its original, limited and ideologically grounded feminist
constituency. This disciplinary mainstreaming results in a downplaying or abandoning of
articulated feminist positioning among scholars and coincides with a shift from qualitative to
quantitative methods. With the emergence of quantitative and comparative data analyses,
several of the main theorizations prevalent in research on sexualized war violence based on
qualitative case studies are challenged as assumptions. By the use of comparative conflict data
and regression analyses, it is argued that not any one factor, such as gender inequality in
peacetime, ethnically defined conflict lines, contraband funding, or genocidal warfare, can
account for the prevalence of sexualized war violence(Cohen, 2013), or for the variation with
which militaries commit sexualized violence (Wood, 2006).
In an article on the impact of globalization on criminology in 2012, Aas criticized the
tendency of Western criminologists to make universal claims based on locally produced and
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1820 (2008), 1888 (2009), 1960 (2010) and 2106 (2013)), in addition to three general resolutions addressing
challenges to women’s participation in peace and conflict arenas (UNSCR 1325 (2000), 1889 (2009) and 2122
(2013)), numerous conferences and international initiatives pertaining to sexual war violence specifically, and
the establishment of a Special Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG) on Sexual Violence in Conflict in
2010.
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Art 6, in the ICC Rome Statute.
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situated knowledge. Drawing on Tsing (2011; see also Tsing, 2012) Aas warned against the
ignorance to contextual factors that necessarily inform any general or universal criminological
map that is based on zooming out from a contextually specific geo-, socio-, and political
space. The criticism has its relevance also in this field. The flip side of the coin, however, is
that we equally cannot easily project or zoom in from necessarily simplified statistics to
complex social individuals and realities on the ground. Excluding suggested contributing
processes and factors such as gender inequality on the basis of statistical compound evidence
does not without qualification reflect the situation on the ground in individual wars, battles or
armed groups, nor the variation of various factors’ influences both between and within
conflicts and individuals at different times. Noticeably, finding that gender inequality or
masculinity norms are not statistically significant factors in a large-N set of conflicts or do not
vary significantly between perpetrating and non-perpetrating groups, do not mean that male
chauvinist attitudes or gender constructs are unimportant or irrelevant for understanding the
justification and rationalization for sexualized war violence by members of perpetrating
groups. Importantly, when Wood (2006) and Cohen (2013), who are prominent researchers in
this field, hold theories of sexualized war violence at fault, they do so on the basis that the
individual theories cannot account for the variation of all sexualized violence in all conflicts
by all perpetrators at all times 12.
In both qualitative and quantitative analyses of sexual war violence, there is a tendency to not
elaborate on or emphasize that the empirical foundation of theorization is based on reported
rape or sexual violence cases. A higher level of consistent accuracy is warranted, and it is
important to recognize that there might be important differences between reported incidences
of sexual violence and the universe of cases that is never reported. Given the high degree of
stigma that is associated with sexual violence (Henry, 2011; Kaitesi, 2014; Leatherman,
2011; Sharratt, 2011; Sivakumaran, 2007), it is possible that victims who are not acutely in
need of emergency medicine, or who were raped or sexually violated by single perpetrators,
or without witnesses, choose to not report. As pointed out by Rubio-Marín (2012: 77), “[f]or
many survivors, minimizing harm, rather than maximizing assistance and redress, will be the
logical and existential priority after the conflict has subsided.” Others might not have access
12

Wood explicitly states that this is a deliberate rhetorical assumption on her part to emphasize the importance

of variation.
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to institutions or organizations to which they can report. There is also a potential risk that
some might consider their experiences unworthy of reporting given the relative extremity of
cases that are often publicly used to illustrate sexual war violence as a horrific weapon of
war 13.
2.4 Contextual emphasis: From patriarchal continuum to war specific processes?
Killing in war is legal under certain conditions, sexual violence never is, nor can it ever be an
act of self-defense, the way killing arguably can. No wonder, then, that sexualized violence is
approached as something separate, something substantially different from other forms of war
violence in theorizations on this phenomenon. Skjelsbæk (2012a) has pointed out that a
soldier who kills during war is likely not to have killed anyone prior to war and is likely never
to kill in the aftermath of war. It is the specific war context that allows for, calls for and –
oftentimes – legitimizes the act of killing. Killing is seen as exceptional in the life course of
the soldier, who is not likely to be considered a killer when he (or she) is done serving. Then
Skjelsbæk replaces the soldier who killed with a soldier who raped or otherwise committed
sexualized violence during war. Is it likely that he (or she) had not raped or sexually abused
anyone prior to the war, would not have done so during war unless some very war specific
processes and contexts allowed for or encouraged it, and even, that he or she would not do so
again when the war ends?
In much literature on sexual war violence, these particular forms of violence are not seen as
war specific in the same way that killing in war is. This continuum of violence-perspective on
sexual violence puts contextual and explanatory emphasis on overall patriarchy and
misogyny, and has been a particularly dominant perspective in publications on sexual war
violence. According to the continuum-perspective, sexualized violence during conflict is
primarily understood as a radicalization of the everyday violence and domination women are

13

Although a somewhat anecdotal parallel, the lack of self-identification as a victim due to dramatic media and

policy presentations of experiences associated with the term “victim” related to a particular category of crime,
has been demonstrated in research focusing on victims of human trafficking (Brunovski & Surtees, 2007). The
extremity of the violence that illustrate media reporting on and political campaigns against sexual war violence
has the potential of producing similar effects.
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subjected to in peacetime (e.g., Cockburn, 2004). Sexual violence is not seen as exceptional to
war, although it is often considered exceptionally gruesome in relation to other repertoires of
violence in wartime. As Maud Eduards’ articulates it, war cannot be “separated from
peacetime gender relations. The imperative is to seek an understanding of women’s physical
vulnerability in armed conflict in light of their subordinate position in society as such”
(Eduards, 2004: 246, my translation). A consequence of this perspective is that sexual war
violence is analyzed in isolation from other forms of violence that is perpetrated in the same
war and conflict situations. For instance, in much reporting of sexual war violence, the killing
of children and relatives in front of rape victims are mentioned only in passing before the
rapes are dealt with in (often spectacular) detail as the horrible war experience. Another
example from the literature base on sexual war violence that is often repeated is that of the socalled “rape of Nanking” during WWII. Many accounts of the massive sexual violence that
was perpetrated by Japanese troops during the six weeks of the massacre that started in MidDecember 1937 fail to mention that most of the tens of thousands of women and children who
were raped were also killed. Even more rare are these rapes and murders understood within
the wider conflict situation where, within the same time frame of a few weeks, approximately
200,000 men were massacred (Skjelsbæk, 2010; Wood, 2006). It is striking how the sexual
violence is almost consistently considered in isolation, as if a nonrelated and completely
different phenomenon, or as if it is only sexual violence committed against the women
victims that is gendered.
In contrast, Baaz and Stern (2010) have emphasized the importance of searching for causal
explanations of sexualized war violence in studies of other forms of wartime violence, rather
than seeing the phenomenon solely as an extension of generalized gender-based violence in
society at large. Skjelsbæk’s example at the beginning of this section also reminds us of the
importance of social processes, stress, pressure and chaos specific to the war context, no
matter the violence committed or the gender of victims. The neglect of scholarship on sexual
war violence to consider this violence as part of a wider repertoire of war violence, suggest
another lacuna of research that scholars can engage in to possibly increase our understanding.
The portrayal of sexual war violence in general and wartime rape of women in particular as an
exceptionally cruel crime, as the worst of war crimes, in much writings on the issue has
perhaps been necessary to bring warranted attention to the phenomena captured by the
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aggregated term “sexual war violence” (e.g., Engle, 2005). It might also very well reflect the
conviction of researchers that work closely with survivors. Rape and sexual violence is often
associated with high levels of shame, social exclusion, taboos and is intimate and humiliating
in ways that are rarely associated with other forms of violence, such as gun wounds,
mutilation, forced displacement or conflict-induced poverty. Still, the often exclusive focus
on sexual war violence and the construction of such a hierarchy of cruelty might also have
unforeseen and negative consequences. In contest for attention towards a side of warfare that
has been silenced for too long, other acts of violence and forms of suffering are neglected,
both scholarly and politically. From a historical tendency where victims of rape and sexual
violence were ignored and made invisible, we run the risk today of excluding people of severe
and genuine needs through an exclusive focus on survivors of sexual war violence (Houge et
al., 2015; Lemaitre and Sandvik, 2014). There are already examples of how the increased
sensationalism surrounding sexual war violence, including exclusive earmarking of
development projects and funds for survivors of sexual violence, leave victims suffering of
non-sexual but gendered and war-related traumas, injuries and urgent needs, outside of social
and medical services, unworthy of attention, empowerment and help (see more on this in Baaz
& Stern, 2013; Lake, 2014; Lemaitre & Sandvik, 2014). 14
2.5 Policy implications: Security and criminalization from periphery to center
How we theorize and conceptualize sexual war violence is important to recognize not only as
a theoretical exercise, but because the ways in which we approach and understand sexual war
violence affect how it is met socially and politically. Already mentioned is how the
conceptual feminization of victimhood has the potential of leaving male victims out of
empowerment and rehabilitation efforts directed at survivors of sexual war violence. Another
aspect of this equation mark between women and victims is that women, qua women, are
conceptualized as victims – when not all women are victims or survivors, nor is being raped
or sexually abused necessarily or always a central or constant characteristic of those who are.
In the rush towards granting overdue attention to women’s war experiences and atrocities that
women are often subjected to, there is a counter risk of depriving the women we re-present

14

Note that this criticism does not in any way imply that the needs of victims of sexual violence are met. See

references in supra note 3.
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and speak about of conceptual (and possibly, ultimately, material) agency (Engle, 2005,
comments pointedly on this).
In only a few decades, policy-level attention to sexual war violence has shifted from nonexistent to central, from being considered a private matter to being addressed as a public and
highly politicized one, and from being denoted as a consequence of warfare to a tactic, or a
weapon, of war. With the 1990s’ conceptualization of sexual violence in conflict situations as
a weapon of war came a new form of political recognition, where not only feminists, but
politicians and scholars more broadly, agreed that these crimes could never be accepted and
were possible to prevent, resulting in increased international criminalization and prosecution
of crimes within this category (see Askin, 1997; de Brouwer, 2005, for overviews of the
history of international prosecution of sexual war violence). It has garnered massive attention
in some conflicts followed by loud and insistent calls to fight impunity. Importantly,
perpetrators are increasingly considered rational actors committing sexual violence with a
political intent and for a military purpose – not as a result of biological drives (see Baaz &
Stern, 2013; Skjelsbæk, 2010).
This conceptual shift from considering sexual violence as an inevitable consequence of war to
a weapon of war relies on research that is largely based on a few high profile cases, the wars
in the former Yugoslavia and the genocide in Rwanda in the early 1990s. Although definitely
spot on in some contexts, this widespread scholarly and, in particular, political belief or
assumption of sexual war violence as a deliberate, strategic tool or weapon of war do not
necessarily capture the complexities that explain sexual violence in many conflict situations
(Crawford, 2013). The narrative about particularly rape, but also sexual violence, as a weapon
of war, presupposes intentionality and a purpose larger than the act itself, as in Bosnia and
Rwanda. Yet, the kind of planned top-down campaigns we witnessed in these particular
settings are less frequent than the political slogan suggests, and rape or sexual violence need
not be a deliberate weapon of war for it to be widespread. It can also be the result of a lack of
military command structures, or as Cohen (2013)suggests, explicated by reference to group
level measures to increase group cohesion and deter desertion. Pointing out that sexual war
violence is not necessarily a deliberate weapon or tactic of war does not imply that the
occurrence or offences are less grave or that they do not have effects that are potentially
beneficial to warring parties. Thus, it is not an argument against prosecuting failure to
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prohibit or sanction widespread opportunist or competitive rape or sexual violence as practice
within troops as a war or atrocity crime. Also, it need not be a weapon for it to be harmful and
destabilizing for the victims subjected to it. What is important is that if we consider sexual
war violence a weapon per se, presuming political intent, policy measures might not approach
or address the phenomenon in constructive, preventive ways. Provided empirical studies from
some areas and armed groups in the DRC that highlights individual soldiers’ lust and
opportunity, and Cohen’s findings about sexual violence as a measure rather to build group
cohesion on ground unit level, the weapon of war-paradigm does not seem to always fit well
with the terrain it is used to describe (see Baaz & Stern, 2013, for an elaborated critique). 15
Another potential caution is related to the emergence and increased weighting of aggregated,
statistical analyses. These analyses valuably add to, nuance and challenge generalized theories
based on qualitative and narrative empirical analyses. Recent quantitative scholarship on the
129 identified active conflicts in the period from 1989-2009 worldwide, shows that out of the
625 identified armed actor groups involved in these conflicts, the percentage of state actors
reported to be perpetrators of sexual violence is far higher (42 %) than that of militias (17 %)
and rebel groups (24 %) (Cohen and Nordås, 2014: 425). This challenges conventional
wisdom that mostly holds unruly rebel groups to be primary perpetrators of sexual war
violence (Cohen et al. 2013: 4). These are, to some extent, good news, as research on naming
and shaming strategies suggest that these tactics have a better effect when directed against
state leaders compared to those directed at insurgent groups (Krain, 2012). Yet, to the extent
that statistical analyses replace one generalized theory with another, it might also trigger rigid
policy responses that do not account for important situated variances and contextual
specificities. To be sure, many militias and rebel groups also commit sexual war violence, and
differentiated measures needs to be developed to reduce prevalence among those groups.
3 Concluding remarks

15

Where Wood (2006) provides an overview of the variation in levels, forms of and possible explanations for

sexual war violence between selected conflicts and different parties to these conflicts, Beevor’s (2002) narrative
of the downfall of Berlin in 1945 offers an example of the variation with which sexual violence can be
committed by soldiers from the same army within the same war (see also Dutton, 2007: 126-127; Lilly 2007).
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This review provides an overview of the proliferating research field that research on sexual
war violence has become. The various publications and narratives on sexual war violence that
I have addressed herein contribute to the analytical toolbox of theories on sexual war violence
from different perspectives. The major achievements of feminist scholarship on sexual war
violence, particular in terms of bringing attention to women’s war experiences, instigating
policy responses and advocating victim support and empowerment, should not be
underestimated. Yet, I have primarily focused on (those parts of) publications that draw
attention to other aspects of this research field than that of psychosocial and medical needs
and consequences for survivors. This has been a deliberate choice to highlight critical
theoretical differences and contestations. One of the central arguments that I make is to
practice theoretical restraint – to be transparent and reflexive regarding theoretical claims and
the complex social reality upon which they are made. Sexualized war violence is a complex
phenomenon that requires a multi-factorial understanding where the weighting of each
variable may differ both between conflicts and within, and, on an individual level, between
perpetrating members of the same and different armed groups at different times. Whenever
we attempt to reduce a complex social phenomenon to a one-dimensional and universal causal
relationship, we will necessarily fail at some levels.
It has also been my purpose to introduce this field to internationally-oriented criminologists
and scholars from adjacent fields and to point out research gaps that still need exploration.
The weighting of a relatively few high profile cases for general theory construction has been
mentioned and deserves critical attention. Another particularly interesting area is that of
conditions, contexts and motivations, both on the level of individual soldiers and perpetrators
and on the level of different groups and conflicts. If perpetrators are ordinary individuals
under extraordinary circumstances – how is it that many soldiers do not become perpetrators
of sexual war violence given the same situational pressures? At the conflict level, and given
the high degree of variance in terms of how widespread sexual violence is in different
conflicts, what social, institutional and political conditions are present in conflicts were sexual
violence is not widespread vs those conflicts where sexual violence is? Following the specific
criminalization of sexual violence at the international criminal tribunals and in the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court, symbolic prosecution of selected perpetrators is
celebrated as a key step in the ongoing fight against sexual war violence. Who is selected for
prosecution, and who is not? How are these kinds of symbolic justice processes perceived in
21

the war-torn communities in which the violence was committed? How is it that we re-present
victims, bystanders and perpetrators in analyses, in court processes and in policies? How
perpetrator-induced traumas are dealt with in post conflict societies – especially where
perpetrators are not identified or prosecuted, is yet to be addressed. These are questions that
criminologists are used to engage with in other areas and this article offers an outset from
which scholars can also begin addressing these issues in this particular field. Sexual war
violence – especially in light of recent years’ international (symbolic) prosecution and
criminalization processes and unison calls to fight impunity – warrants criminological
attention.
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